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cussion of basal metabolic rate and a one-third page discussion of protein-
bound iodine. No mention is made of butanol-extractable iodine.
The reader who looks for simple facts to put in his black book and who
faces a diagnostic problem like an accountant marking a ledger with pluses
and minuses may find this book useful. The student who wishes to know the
best currently accepted mechanisms of disease processes and the literature
citations for these will be disappointed.
DAVID SELIGSON
PRACTICAL NEUROCHEMISTRY. By Henry McIlwain and Richard Rodnight.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1962. v, 296 pp., $10.50.
Because this volume grew out of a teaching need, it fulfills in an elementary
way the authors' objective to be of service to those concerned with neural
systems in chemical, biochemical, physiological, pharmacological or patho-
logical study. Despite the breadth of scope such an objective encompasses,
this is a compact, and therefore, quite utilitarian book.
The items selected for coverage represent a scholarly penchant for the
classically important as well as a pragmatic awareness of significant, newly
developed techniques. These range, for example, from methods for fixing and
extracting neural tissue to procedures for obtaining cell-free preparations
and subcellular organelles. Especially sophisticated and timely is the chapter
on "Electrical Stimulation of the Metabolism of Isolated Neural Tissues,"
in which the authors describe many of the techniques developed and ex-
ploited by McIlwain himself. Another excellent chapter is the one devoted
to "Cell-free Preparations and Subcellular Particles from Neural Tissues,"
which is especially clear in pointing out pitfalls and problems in this general
area. Perhaps the least attractive chapter is the one treating "Bodily
Metabolites and Drugs." It seems to this reviewer that the drugs affecting
the central nervous system are so numerous as to require a separate volume
for themselves. The authors would have been better advised to omit the
drugs and concentrate in depth upon the "bodily metabolites" of interest.
In summary, this is a useful little volume, concisely and clearly written,
which both the neophyte and the seasoned investigator will find valuable.
NICHOLAS J. GIARMAN
MICROBIAL CLASSIFICATION. G. C. Ainsworth and P. H. A. Sneath, Eds.
New York, Cambridge University Press, 1962. 483 pp., $9.50.
This book contains those papers presented at the Twelfth Symposium of
the Society for General Microbiology held in London, April 1962. There
are twenty papers which are grouped under the headings of Background
(morphological, genetical), Synthesis (nomenclature, identification), and
Conclusions.
228